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The Prime Minister's slow clap.

It could be racism.

It could be concern that over time too many first nations citizens may get too educated and start
demanding more in terms of inter-national justice.

Or...

It could be just that he thinks keeping government spending down is good for his neoliberal agenda and
that first nations will likely just roll over and take it when he sends his dismissive, condescending
unilateral funding fiats.

But sometimes I wonder about Harper's soul. How do you sleep at night knowing that a certain
race/culture of people get 1/3 to 1/2 less education funding. For children. What does that say about a
person who decides that. And what does that say about a people that we tolerate that?

Update, with another take:

@PoliticsReSpun Purpose is to force assimilation, thus ending the 'Indian problem', i.e. anyone
getting in the way of landrape for profit.
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— Siusaidh Chaimbeul (@Zaganashikwe) November 28, 2013

We now know the Conservatives' refusal to fund First Nations students attending school on
reserves at the same level as their provincial counterparts is coming straight from the top. An
internal PMO memo released as part of the ITO suggested language to the Prime Minister to
reprimand the Conservative Leader in the Senate for not having better control over Senators and
the work of Senate Committees. The memo specifically uses a Senate report calling on the
government to "invest heavily in Aboriginal education" as an example of a failure to ensure
"Government messaging and direction are followed."

Written Proof Harper Doesn't Care About Aboriginal Education | Hon. Carolyn Bennett.
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